Introduction
The Kato-Milne cohomology groups H n p (F) of a field F of char(F) = p are generated by decomposable differential forms. The symbol length of an element in H n p (F) is the minimal number of decomposable differential forms required to express it. The symbol length sl n p (F) of H n p (F) is the supremum on the symbol lengths of all its elements. When char(F) = 2, H n 2 (F) I n q F/I n+1 q F for any n by [12] , where I n q F is the subgroup of W q F generated by scalar multiples of quadratic n-fold Pfister forms (see [7] for reference.) The u-invariant of F, denoted by u(F), is defined to be the maximal dimension of nonsingular anisotropic forms over F. Let u n (F) denote the maximal dimension of an anisotropic form in I n q F. It follows that u 1 (F) = u(F) and for any i < j, u i (F) u j (F). For n = 1, H finite then sl n 2 (F) is finite for any n. The equivalent result in the case of char(F) 2 was recently obtained in [15] and [13] . We also show that if n 2 and sl n 2 (F) = 1 then u n (F) is either 2 n or 2 n+1 and relate it to formerly obtained results from [8] , [3] , [11] and [5] .
Preliminaries
Given a prime number p and a field F of char(F) = p, Ω 1 F is the space of absolute differential forms defined to be the F-vector space generated by the symbols da subject to the relations d(a + b) = da + db and d(ab) = adb + bda for any a, b ∈ F. The space of n-differential forms Ω n F for any positive integer n is then defined by the n-fold
, which is consequently an F-vector space spanned by
, the algebra of differential forms over F with multiplication naturally defined by
There exists a well-defined group homomorphism
F , the ArtinSchreier map ℘, which acts on decomposable differential forms as follows:
The group H n+1 p (F) is defined to be coker(℘). By [10, Section 9.2], when n = 2, there exists an isomorphism
where p Br(F) is the p-torsion part of the group of Brauer classes of central simple algebras over F, and [α, β) p,F is the degree p cyclic p-algebra
For p = 2, the groups H n 2 (F) are strongly connected to the theory of quadratic forms. Recall that any nonsingular quadratic form can be written as
. . , α n ∈ F and β 1 , . . . , β n ∈ F × , where [1, α] stands for the twodimensional form u 2 + uv + α i v 2 , and ⊥ is the orthogonal sum. We call the form [1, α] a quadratic 1-fold Pfister form and denote it by α]]. For any integer n 2, we define the quadratic n-fold Pfister form β n−1 , . . . , β 1 , α recursively to be β n−2 , . . . , β 1 , α ⊥ β n−1 β n−2 , . . . , β 1 , α . We denote by P n (F) the set of n-fold Pfister forms. A quadratic Pfister form is isotropic if and only if it is hyperbolic. We define I n q F to be the subgroup of I 1 q F generated by the scalar multiples of quadratic n-fold Pfister forms. By [12] 
. ). Given a form
Proof. Since for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, b i is a square in K and [1,
The latter is a form of dimension 2m−2(m+1−2 
Proof. Consider a class C in H n 2 (F). It can be represented by an anisotrpic form ϕ of dimension 2m in I n q F where m u n (F) 2 . Since n 2, ϕ is in I 2 q F and can be written as
× and a 1 , . . . , a m−1 ∈ F. Since c −1 ϕ has the same class in H n 2 (F) as ϕ, assume without loss of generality that c = 1. By Lemma 3.3, the restriction of
Therefore the restriction of C to H n 2 (K) is trivial, and by Proposition 3.2, C can be written as
The symbol length of each ω i is at most sl n−1 2 (F). Therefore, the symbol length of C is at most ℓ · sl n−1
. By iterating this fact n − 1 times, we obtain sl
There exist fields with finite u-invariant and infinite 2-rank (see [14] ), therefore Theorem 3.4 gives a bound on the symbol length in cases not covered by Remark 3.1. For sl Since the Clifford algebra of ψ is a central simple algebra over K of index at most 2 m−1 , the Severi-Brauer variety of the underlying division algebra is of dimension at most 2 m−1 − 1 as a projective variety by Chatelet's theorem (see [10, 5.3.6] ). Since the Severi-Brauer variety is generic, there exists a specialization L of its function field which is a subfield of F and contains K. The transcendence degree of L over K is at most 2 m−1 and ψ L is in I 
Linked Fields
In this section we interpret the property sl n 2 (F) = 1 in terms of linkage. We denote the set of quadratic n-fold Pfister forms by P n (F). Two quadratic Pfister forms ϕ and ψ are "separably k-linked" if there exists φ ∈ P k (F) such that ϕ = ϕ ′ ⊗φ and ψ = ψ ′ ⊗φ for some bilinear Pfister forms ϕ ′ and ψ ′ . They are "inseparably k-linked" if there exists a k-fold bilinear Pfister form φ such that ϕ = φ ⊗ ϕ ′ and ψ = φ ⊗ ψ ′ for some quadratic Pfister forms ϕ ′ and ψ ′ . Inseparable k-linkage implies separable k-linkage but not vice versa (see [9, Corollaire 2.1.4]). We say that I n q F is "separably (inseparably) linked" if every two quadratic n-fold Pfister forms over F are separably (inseparably) (n − 1)-linked. A field F with separably linked I 2 q F is known in the literature as a "linked" field (e.g. [8] ). Separable n-linkage of F is therefore a hands-on way of understanding the property sl n 2 (F) = 1. We obtain the fact that (I
n , 2 n+1 } for any n 2 (Theorem 5.1) using this language. Recall that the Witt index i W (ϕ) of a quadratic form ϕ : V → F is the maximal dimension of a subspace W ⊆ V for which ϕ(w) = 0 for all w ∈ W. We cite here a few necessary results from the literature and prove Proposition 4.7 which is an essential ingredient in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Proof. The case of n = 2 follows from Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.2. Assume n 3. Then consider ϕ, ψ ∈ P n+1 (F). They can be written as ϕ = β ϕ ⊗ ϕ ′ and ψ = β ψ ⊗ ψ ′ for some β ϕ , β ψ ∈ F × and ϕ ′ , ψ ′ ∈ P n (F). Since I n q F is separably linked, we can write ϕ ′ = γ ϕ ⊗ π and ψ ′ = γ ψ ⊗ π for some γ ϕ , γ ψ ∈ F × and π ∈ P n−1 (F). Write π = δ ⊗ π ′ for some δ ∈ F × and π ′ ∈ P n−2 (F). Consider the forms β ϕ , γ ϕ ⊗ π ′ and β ψ , γ ψ ⊗π ′ . Both are in P n (F), and since I n q F is separably linked, they can be written as α ϕ ⊗ ρ and α ψ ⊗ ρ for some α ϕ , α ψ ∈ F × and ρ ∈ P n−1 (F). Consequently, ϕ = α ϕ , δ ⊗ρ and ψ = α ψ , δ ⊗ρ. Therefore ϕ and ψ are separably n-linked. Since 
Linked fields and u n (F)
In this section we show the restriction that having sl n 2 (F) = 1 imposes on u n (F). Proof. Let ϕ be an anisotropic form in I n q F. Every form in I n q F is Witt equivalent to a sum of scalar multiples of n-fold Pfister forms. Since every scalar multiple of an n-fold Pfister form is congruent modulo I n+1 q F to the n-fold Pfister form, ϕ can be written as the sum of n-fold Pfister forms plus something from I n+1 q F. Since I n q F is separably linked, ϕ is congruent modulo I n+1 q F to some π ∈ P n (F) (see Proposition 4.1). Therefore ϕ = π ⊥ ψ for some form ψ ∈ I n+1 q F. Now, ψ is the sum of scalar multiples of forms in P n+1 (F). But I n+2 q F = 0, so every scalar multiple of a form in P n+1 (F) is actually in P n+1 (F). Therefore ψ is the sum of forms in P n+1 (F). But I n+1 q F is inseparably linked, so the sum of every two (n + 1)-fold Pfister forms is Witt equivalent to an (n + 1)-fold Pfister form (see [6, Proposition 3.6] ), which means that ψ ∈ P n+1 (F). Since I n q F is separably linked, π and ψ are separably (n − 1)-linked. If they are n-linked (which means that π is a subform of ψ) then the dimension of ϕ is 2 n . Otherwise it is 2 n+1 by Proposition 4.6. Proof. If I n q F is inseparably linked then it is separably linked and so u n (F) = 2 n or 2 n+1 . Every form ϕ ∈ I n q F of dimension u n (F) is Witt equivalent to π ⊥ ψ where π ∈ P n (F) and ψ ∈ P n+1 (F). Since I n q F is inseparably linked, I n+1 q F = 0 by Proposition 4.4, and so ϕ = π and u n (F) = 2 n . In the opposite direction, if u n (F) = 2 n then the Witt index of the sum of any two n-fold Pfister forms is at least 2 n , which by Proposition 4.6 means that I n q F is separably linked. Since u n (F) = 2 n , we have I 
Proof. Since I n q F is separably linked, π = α ⊗ ρ and ψ = β, γ ⊗ ρ for some α, β, γ ∈ F × and ρ ∈ P n−1 (F). Then ψ ⊥ π ⊥ 1 is isometric to 2 n−1 × ⊥ α, β, γ, βγ ⊗ ρ ⊥ 1 . The form α, β, γ, βγ ⊗ ρ ⊥ 1 is a Pfister neighbor of α, β, γ ⊗ ρ ∈ P n+2 (F). The latter is hyperbolic because I Recall that ϕ is Witt equivalent to π ⊥ ψ for some π ∈ P n (F) and ψ ∈ P n+1 (F). Since i W (π ⊥ ψ ⊥ 1 ) 2 n−1 + 1 by Lemma 5.3, ϕ ⊥ 1 is isotropic. However, the latter is a subform of ϕ ⊥ [1, α], contradictory to the assumption that τ is anisotropic.
When n = 2, the number d appearing in Theorem 5.5 is in fact u(F). Then Theorem 5.5 states that if F is a linked field of char(F) = 2 then u 2 (F) = u(F). Plugging that in Theorem 5.1 gives that if F is a linked field and I When n = 3, the number d appearing in Theorem 5.5 is actually the invariant cu(F) defined in [11] to be the maximal dimension of a nonsingular form with trivial Clifford invariant. Therefore, by 5.5, if I 
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